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August 7, 2020 
 
Dear HBW Family, 
 
We hope this letter finds you and your family enjoying a safe and rejuvenating summer. No doubt, these past                   
several months have presented unprecedented challenges.  
 
We recognize that there are many competing opinions, preferences, and concerns regarding the reopening of               
school next month. Without question, maximizing in-person learning opportunities is most beneficial for             
students’ academic, social, and emotional growth under typical circumstances. However, these extraordinary            
times require acute attention to the physical safety and health of our students and staff in driving the decisions                   
we make as we develop our procedures to return to school in the midst of this ongoing pandemic.  
 
We are writing to you today to let you know that upon careful and thoughtful consideration, we have decided                   
that HBW will be limiting its capacity to 25% of students upon our return to school. This decision is the                    
culmination of an exhaustive effort that has included many conversations with key HBW stakeholders and               
administrators designed to determine how to safely and productively return students to school. Despite our               
best efforts, we have determined that it will be impossible for us to safely execute the A/B hybrid schedule                   
previously communicated while maintaining a minimum of six feet of social distancing and wearing masks to                
ensure the safety and well being of our students and staff. HBW students will now attend school in-person 1                   
day per week and receive virtual, live stream instruction the remaining days of the week. It is important to note                    
that instructional time will exceed 25 hours per week inclusive of both in-person and live stream, virtual                 
instruction. 
 
Earlier in the summer, we believed that we would be able to develop a schedule in which students would be                    
assigned to cohorts in which they would remain in the same classrooms for several periods each day, thus                  
limiting the number of times students would pass through the halls and report to a new classroom previously                  
occupied by a different group of students. Under this plan, teachers would have rotated to classrooms while                 
students remained in the same classroom for at least half the school day. However, given the diverse course                  
offerings available to students, unique programming needs of many members of our student body, and the                
changing of class periods, we are unable to develop a schedule in which half of the student body could attend                    
school safely in adherence to social distancing recommendations. In 8th grade, for example, there are 5                



possible math class options for students (Algebra, In-Class Instruction, Geometry, Pre-Algebra, Resource            
Room), 4 possible English class options (English 8, English 8 Accelerated, In-Class Instruction, Resource              
Room), and 3 possible world language class options (French, Mandarin, Spanish). Attempting to find common               
schedules for our 8th grade students, given our course offerings and programming, proved to be impossible                
because of staffing, classroom space, and 6 feet social distancing constraints. Varying scheduling restrictions              
also exist at our other three grade levels. 
 
We have spent countless hours analyzing our schedule, diversity of course offerings, cohort configurations,              
and available classroom space only to arrive at the conclusion that we cannot provide effective in-person                
education that is safe for students and staff without reducing capacity to 25%. Given the recent spike in                  
COVID-19 cases and Governor Murphy’s updated gathering limits of a room capacity (25%), coupled with the                
fact that providing real time lessons makes cohorting difficult and movement in the building unavoidable,               
further limiting the number of students in the buildings is necessary. Limiting in-person capacity to 25% allows                 
us to safely provide students with course offerings and programming consistent with their academic needs.               
Furthermore, students and staff will be able to safely maintain a minimum social distance of 6 feet both in the                    
classrooms and hallways at all times.  
 
Since we are limiting in-person instruction to 25% of our student body each day, the majority of students opting                   
for the hybrid learning schedule will report to school one day per week. Schedules for self-contained special                 
education classes (LSS, LLD, etc.) are being developed on a class-by-class and student-by-student basis and               
will be sent separately. Details regarding specific student schedules are being developed and will be               
forthcoming.   

 
Synchronous, Live-Streamed Instruction 
All classes will be live streamed by the teacher from the classroom so that students will be engaged in the                    
lesson in real time regardless of whether they are physically in school or participating remotely. Live streaming                 
our lessons maximizes our ability to provide a robust program of study and a continuity of instruction for all                   
students. 

● Hybrid Learning Option - Students who are enrolled in the hybrid learning option will engage in                
synchronous, live-stream instruction via videoconference lessons from classroom instruction and          
Google Meet sessions with their teacher on all days when their cohort is not in school for in-person                  
instruction. 

● Full Time Remote Learning Option - Students who are enrolled in the remote-only learning option will                
engage in synchronous, live-stream instruction via videoconference lessons from classroom instruction           
and Google Meet sessions with their teacher on A, B, C, and D Days. 

 
In order to continue our ongoing efforts in planning for the safe reopening of school, we ask that you carefully                    
consider whether your child will participate in the 25% capacity hybrid learning option or the full time remote                  
learning option, as permitted by New Jersey Department of Education guidelines and supported by the Verona                
Public Schools to provide students with the, “same quality and scope of instruction and other educational                
services as any other student otherwise participating in district programs.”  
 
Please complete the brief survey document linked below to formally inform us of your decision on behalf of                  
your child no later than Wednesday, August 12. After receiving parent responses, we will be able to build our                   
student cohorts and ultimately inform parents of students participating in the hybrid option of their cohort                
assignment. Please understand that your response will be binding for the start of the school year. Any change                  
to your choice of instruction needs to be communicated in writing to your child’s school Principal and will go                   



into effect at the start of each marking period. However, we will do our best to accommodate such requests as                    
soon as possible and as space permits in each classroom.  
 
 
CLICK HERE: STUDENT INTENT TO RETURN HYBRID OR REMOTE TO HBW IN 

SEPTEMBER 
 
Thank you for your ongoing cooperation, patience, and understanding as we navigate the unique              
circumstances surrounding the return to school in September. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Mrs. McNeal and Mr. Galbierczyk 
 
 
 
 
 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1f70oSONhEGl3jdhCkmfzymoAOyF6zEKHKmkyOqurNO4/edit
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1f70oSONhEGl3jdhCkmfzymoAOyF6zEKHKmkyOqurNO4/edit

